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Introduction

The twentieth century, particularly the second half, has bee labeled in
many different ways--"the age of progress'," "the machine age,
"the space ,
age," "the age of computers," and more recently, "the age of the protest.".
Perhaps it is only fitting that in an age when protest has been rather
commonplace, concern about grievances and-their resolution has become
increasingly important in educational circles.
In terms of language,'"protest". and "grievance" may be used synonymously,
and when implemented, both words signify the presentation by an individual
or a group of some wrong with the notion of gaining redress. Whether the
wrong is real or imagined, the desire fof.satisfaction_peraists.
1-

'I

.

Since'the day when Cain filed the first grievance against Abel, conducted
his own hearing, weighed the 'evidence, and decided upon his course o
action, protests and grievances have become rather common occurrenc
But'
today, when inhibitions which once restrained many. forms of protesthave
been cast aside, the significance-CI a grievance in.a work situation his
come ,to be recognized.

Since workers are -living in an atmosphere intensified byboth violent ananonvrblent proteste, it would be naive to, assume that this would not also
affect the domain of school work. To the extent that it has and will
continue to do so, it has strengthened the need=for processes by which
resolutions maybe developed.
Grievance Administration
..Grievances and the complaints of workers are as old as the employment
relationship itself.
Employees have always felt aggrieved. Before the
advent pf unions, most employees kept quiet because they were afraid of
losing their jobs. today employees in organized units 'have the right to
discuss their grievances with management through*the grievance procedure.
Although grievance procedures were initiated in the late nineteenth
century, most of them have evolved since the Wagner Act was passed in 1935.
Today grievance procedures are'found in almost all union'contracts.

Deflation of Grievance,

Management frequently disparages the Wevance piocedure becausesany of
the items whiCh. are processed are not grievances under the contract, but
\ complaints.. In other words, if an employee grieves about his or r work
schedule ( which is incorporated-in the contract), it is:a grice.
If
the grievance is about the lack of sanitary conditions in th washroom (not
cOVered by the contract), it is a complaint: In other word , all grievances
are complaints: but not all complaints are grievances.

2
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The open or unlimited approach to the handling of grievances attempts to
bring. all dissatisfactions of the worker. to the surface .and to solve them
equitably. Thus, a grievance could .be defined as any dissatisiition arising.
.out of the employee's relationships with the organization. Refrrdless of
whether a grievance is related to wages, hours, of terms of employment,-

whether it is expressed, or whether it is valid, it must be resolved, or the
dissatisfaction will ultimately become a grievance under the contract.

k Assuming such an unlimited approach to the grievance procedure, grievance
may arise: (1) through contract interpretation or through conflicts, between

two or more sections of the contract; and (2) through issues which arise
outside the contract because the contract says nothing about the issue or
the issues are so unique that the contract could not possibly over them.

Nature of the.Grievance Procedure

AO

Many different types of grievance procedures ate used todayA

These vary

with the size of the organization, the character of the industry., and the-

types of labor-management representation. 'A typical grieVance .proceaure
would normally have from two to five steps. An eIcampler Ta four step
grievance procedure normally would involve the follow-iiietroi__ and---managenbent
representatives; Step One--the principal, the builern
presentgive, and
the aggrieved employee; Step Two--the principal,* lincipal's supervisor,
the building representative, a union" representative, and the employee ; Step
Three--the superintendent, the principal, the buifdin
presentative,' and

the union reptesenta ive; and Step Four--arbitfat

mo s through the .prgeedu
an attempt is -made to submit
it,, ttrrougti successive steps,. to
fete reriresentatives of union and
management at increasingly high ley s of authority'. By such a procedure;
diffeent views o the probl are icited, and perhaps some mutual ground
for "solving the p.oblem w 1 b ound. .In most cases, the number of steps
in the procedure
ted
that the grievances may be resolved quickly.
at the lowest pose e
In this way,- the meaning and flavor of the
'grievances are no los efore they reach top

Aa.the ;grievance

Ii

-

Pressure Tact ds
During the to

O

ofp_the contract, union members may use different types of

pressure to ics to' achieve their' objectives outside the grievance procedure.
The simple

contract
Anothe

ttactie is the wildcat strike, which deliberately violates the
s:N if lo ated strategically, can shut down an'entire schoOl.

tactic is

threat of a strike or wildcat st ke if a particular

issue n_-the grievan e procedure has not' been settled a tis factorily
Slow ams have been articularly effective as a press
tactic. SOmetimes
the contract itself s used (e.g., refusal to be tran erred temporarily
to another school or refusal to work overtime) . In st 1 other ways, the
ion may employ wo

grievance procedure

ng practices to achieve its obje ct ves. Lastly, they be flooded with grievances so tha
breaks dawn

and the administratio :of the contract stops.

3
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Frequently these pressufe tactics have been used by the union to gain more
favorable contract terms through revision, amendment, and alteration of
the original 'agreement. In organizations where management has attempted
to counteract these tactics by adopting firm policies on discipline and

discharge for deliberate contract violations, the pressure tactics often

are discarded and excellent labor-management relations are established. In
many areas where management has been unable or unwilling to take any action
against'these pressure tactics; the organizations have been faced with
increasingly higher costs of operation.

The use of pressure tactics by unions is usually rerate-d-to the majority
arid stability of the labor-management relationship. In the initial stages
of a relationship, the union tends to ugt more of these tactics. If, as,iLme
passes, management fe4ls that it must improve its competitive pogition by the
elimination of 'these tactics, it can do .so by firmly insisting that the union
live up to the contract; and, in addition, it can usually win union support
for the elimination of such tactics througi a minority group of union'
members.

Processing Grievances

Handling .employee grievances is a major responsibility of all school
administrators. When this responsibility is met effectively; school systems
benefit through higher morale and greater productivity. .When handled
incompetently, employee grievances cal lead to serious problems: chronic
employee dissatisfaction; an increase n absent- sm; and loss' of efficiency.
To prevent such problems, administrators must un
and and be able to
define clearly the nature of the grievances and o develop ,clear-cut
guidelines for dealing with them in an equitable manner.
.

A grievance, of course, means differentAthings to different people. Labor,management cbatracts often refer to grievances as controversies or, iiispu

arising from the application or interpret ion of clauses in the collecti
agreement.. In its core_general use, the.sotid.is used to denote a speci
gripe or complaint.

.

,

There are various, stages of worker dissatisfaction that culminate in the
offiCial expression of a grievance. The first-stage begins when an individual\
is irritated or unhappy about something in the organization. Perhaps he or
she had to fait in line to get something he or she needed; or he or she could
not get his or 'her personal leave scheduled after a holiday; or he or she
was late to work because of ,a traffic jam;"perhaps the principal yelled at
him or her unjustly yesterday. The possibilities are infinite. The important
thing to remember, however, is that something in the work situation has upset
the employee, though Wor 'she may say nothing about it at first.
The next stage of disSatisfaction, is reached when an employee begins to

complain openly about the irritation, either to his or her principal or to
fellow employees. At this stage, complaints are,usually _not put into writing.
They may merely represent verbal attempts to "clear the air."
4
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nal stage of dissatisfaction is reached when the employee is so disturbed
by a situation that he or she seeks definite action. At this point, a
written complaint is usually prepared for presentation to union or management
representatives. 'However, the principal should not assume that all is well
just because there are no written grievances presented to him or her. Needless
to say, employees canbe quite irritated without putting their complaints in
writing.
It is the job of the principal to develop a special sensitivity for
picking up unarticulated grievances.
Constructive Grievance Handling
When handling employee grievances, a principal has the choice either of
adding to the problem or of attempting to solve it.' By shirking his or her
responsibilities in this area, he or she will-definitely add to the problem.
For example, he or she may pass the buck, argue with employees who present
grievances, or look for an easy way out., On the other hand, principals who
follow proven guidelines can become problem solvers rather than problem makers.
Some grievances are never settled because the source of irritation is not
uncovered.
Thus the principal discovers that the same grievance is often
presented time after time. For example, one employee frequently complainedto'his principal that his pay was not in line with others with the same
experience and training.
His complaints continued eVen after the principal'
had explained the pay system.
Finally, during a long discussion, the truth.
came out:
The employee was not really concerned about his" pay; he was worried
about keeping his job since he had heard rumors concerning a tight financial
picture and the possibility of layoff.
After being told that he would not be
affected, the employee stopped complaining.
This example is not an isolated case. Many stated grievances Are often merely
cover-ups for other things that are bothering employees.' In this respect,.a
grievance is like an iceberg--that is to say, the causes of grievances often
lie far below the surface, andit is the job-of the effective administrator
to uncover them.
Get the Facts

Without haVing the facts surrounding a grievance, administrators cannot
hope to deal with employee problems effectively.
To gather such facts, the
administrator must begin by asking questions such as: What is the problem?
Where did it occur? Who was involved? When did it start/ Why is it a
prob
Were there any observers? Has. the problem ever occurred-before?
&veinier administrators confronted similar grievances? How did they deal
with them? Are there any records that can shed light on the matter?
As might be expected obtaining needed informatio*requires much time and
effoit. However, the time is clearly well spent if it leads to solutions
that will prevent similar grievances at a later date.

vance Procedures
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P
Identify and Evaluate Possible Solutions

all,facts
After the real cause of a grievance has been determined a
pertaining to the situation have been obtained, administrators can begin to
develop-possible solutions for ._.r. ling the grievance.
In-so dams, he-olshe should carefully re
e the nature of the grievance and reconsidet
all availab'le.informa- n. He or she may discuss the matter with his or her
superior, or wi
ther administrator's, and investigate how-similar cases
were hand
.
n the past.

_

.

,

I

carefully considering possible solutions, the administrator can avoid
making snap judgments. Needless to say, spur -of- the - moment decisions often
make, the employee feel that the administrator is callously indifferent to
his or her grievance.
In short, the employee assumes that the boss is not
/
interested enough to get the whole story.
While the administrator can avoid some trial and error by considering,
measures that have worked in the,past, he or she cannot determine whether
he or she has selected the appropriate solution until it has been put into
practice.
Thus, in the final analysis, all solutions can be evaluated only
in terms of how well they account for all the facts surrounding a particular
grievance.

Applying the Solution,
2nce a solution is chosen, it must be put into action. While this-may see'
quite obvious, it is usually at this point that effective problem solving
breaks down. An employee naturally expects some sort 0 action when he or
she files a grievance. Therefore, why postpone action when the facts show
what needs to be done?' If you go to a doctor with an ailment, you don't
expect to wait six weeks before he or she prescribes medicine for you.
Once a solution is put into action, the administrator should follow ups to see
if the employee is satisfied. What is bit or'her response to the solution?
By following up on his or her solution to the problem, the administrator can
see if any additionali action is required.

,

Be Accessible and Opdh-Minded
All administralors mnSt.indicate a continued
llingness to hear employee
complaints: crie general; this means that each
inistrator should' maintain
a known'open-door policy. However, words alone re not enough.
The good
administrator, also makes it known through hilS 6i her actions that employees
are welcome to disduss their grievances with' hipr her. ;If employees fee
that they cannot speak freely with their administrat6r, minor complaints
grow rapidly out of proportion.
.

Above all, an administrator must-be willing to let
4amployee tell the
whole story as he or she sees it. Do not interrupt
Ss her unless it is
absolutely necessary to clarify a point. Do not tt
fjnish off some
paperwork while the employee talks.
Instead, malt
n*jler feel he or she
is the center of your interest by giving him or ber'yOUF: u24 attention.

6

.
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Frequently, we see things only from our own point of view.. To prevent
charges of unfairness, ,the worker's viewpoint should be given careful
consideration. 'In other wo-rd.d::,, the administrator should' make an honest
attempt to consider impartially all points of view that are conceivably
related to a partic-Ular grievance.
Records can be extremely valuable when grievances first come up, because
they enable the administrator to .e6rnsult precedents for help in solving
his or her particular problem. Although maintaining careful records on
grievances takes time, the time is well spent. The few minutes devottql to
making notes oti an employee's grievance may save many .hours inidealing with

similar complaints in the future.

Purposes of a Grievance Procedure

An- effective grievance procedure may serve several purposes:
1.

44:;

assure. employees .a way in which they can get their complaints

lonsidered rapidly, fairly, and' without reprisal. Another way to
put this is that grievance procedures are set up to give -an employee
a chance to get his or her'complaint to the top boss or to get
satisfaction along the way without*.lostng his or her job. An employee
may never.have occasion to-use a. grievance procedure. There is,
thou,- a measure of-security in knowing that if he or she does have

a comAtaint there_ is a way to make his or her 'complaint known and to
get something done about it. As long as people work together, however

harmoniously,, frictions will at times arise._ Unless there is a way
to express, examine, and adjust or resolve the cause of the friction,
e work situation is bound to deteriorate. Nothing is more 'frustrating
cowl nt about which nothing is done.
encour e the employee to express himself or herself about how the
diti s of work affect him-or her as an employee. A grievance,
hethe it is expressed or remains unexpressed, is still a grievance.

nts which are expressed to administrators can be _handled.
omething can be done about them. School management has the initiative

to apply pOlieles to employees and, in most Cases, 'decide the conditiond
under which- they work. The employee is i-n the position of being told
how a policy works or what his or her conditions of work shall be.
The question is how to get a proper balance. ineffective grievancq
procedure is one way-in which an employee may express himself or herself
about complaints he of she has on how policied, practices, and procedures
apply to him or her. It lets- him or her make known to management his
or her views on the application of the pblicy to him air her, or-on how
the conditi4ns under which ihe or she-Works affect him or her. Unleis
an opportunity is given to employees to ex-ress themselves -abouttheir
complaints, feelings *become bottled up. They will find expression
somehow in ome form of silent resistance.

4_
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To provide better understanding of policies, practices, and procedures
The great majority of complaints and gri,Vances
which affect employees.
probably arise out of a misunderstanding of the meaning of policies,
practices, and'procedures which affeCt employees. Of cOurse, the
policies, practices, and, procedures should be clearly set forth and
made known to employees and administrators. Administrators should be
informed about the application and meaning of policies and procedures:
The very act of calling a grievance to an administrator's attention___-gives an excellent opportunity for both employee'and administrator to
understand better the policies' and procedures complained about. For
example, an employee has a question or a complaint about a promotion
policy. He or she tells his or her administrator about it. His or
her administrator explains to the employee the policy itself, some of
the background which went into forming the policy, and what it is about.
He or she explains to him or her the purpose of therpolicy and how it
For administrators, the value of the
has been applied in qiiher cases.
grievance adjustmentinocedure at this point is that if the administrator
He or she '
does not know these things, he or she will try to find out.
needs to do this so he or she can discuss intelligently with the employee
the basis of the complaint.
4.

To instill in employees a measure of confidence that actions are_taken
An. administrator is accountable for the
in accord with policies.
If his or her decisions
decisions he or she makes that affect employees.
are subject to some review under certain, conditions, the chances are
he or she will take special pains to assure himself or herself that
they are fair and in accord with policies and procedures. .The employee
knows that an administrator is accountable in many ways for' any
decisions he or she makes. One of ,the ways is through the grievance
This procedure helps instill employee confidence
adjustment procedure.
in administrators' decisions. It is, however, only one of the many
measures which, when added together, result in an employee's assurance
that he or she will be treated justly and fairly.,_,
:-

5.. To provide a dippck on how policies are carried out.' The grievanCe
adjustment praftdure is a rather painful way to get a check on how
policies are carried out. However, in a.big organization where there
.cannot be day-to-day observcion, the grievance machinery can help,upper
management judge how well policies are being carried out. Further,'a
study of grievance cases can point to the need to change policy. If,
for example, many grievances arise out of the interpretation of a policy,
it fs wise to,take a lodk at the policy itself, to determine, first,
whether i is sound, and second, whether it is possible'to carry it'but.
Again, gri ance procedures are not the only way to determine the need
-for change in policies, or to find out hawxell policies are being ,carried
out; but xh y can help show the need to reexamine policies or procedures.

,
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To give administrators a greater sense Of responsibility in their
dealings with, mployees. An effective grievance procedure assures
that decision made by an administrator which affect employees aren't
dified until he or she has had a chance to review his
reviewed or
An effective'.
or her ,decis
ns ands' `modify them if the facts warrant.
procedure le ves the complaint in the administrator's hands until he
or she has h d a chance to reconsider his or her actions.

6.

Arbitration in the Grievance Procedure
Arbitration is third-party settlement of disputes between individuals or
Labor arbitratiori most commonly is used to
parties outside a court of law.
settle disputes between. parties of alabor agreement as to its application
or interpretation. 'Since such 'arbitration consists of determining the rights
of a party to an agreement, it is referred to as a "rights dispute or
commonly as "grievarice arbitration." Further, it determines what is' right,
not who is right.
It involves
A second type of arbitration is called an "interest!' dispute.
the determination of the interests of the parties, as distinct from their
existing agreement: It applies to a determination.by an
rights under
aipitrator O'S arbitration board of the terms and conditions of a new or
renegotiated labor agreement.
,

way an aribtrator views a case depends in part on his or her personal
ilosophy of arbitration arid in part on his or her relationship to the

The

The arbitrator who is called for a single case (ad hoc arbitrator)
parties.
is inclined to be a judge in most cases. The permanent umpire who handles
most or all of the cages for an agency and union is inclined to be more than
But these generalizations have their exception and should nqt be
a judge.
takes literally.
1,

,

Purposes of arbitration

-

V
A resolution of a disput e short of a strike or lockout.
A safety valve, beyond the regular grievance procedure.
A resolution of a situation that needs a decision.
A test of the meaning of the contract.
Face-saving.
ti

2.

The basis, of the' arbit retorts decision

'

1'

-

-

Not what he or she th nks is fair, or right, or wrong; rather what
he or she thinks' the contract says in relation to the circumstances
presented to him or her in ,the hearing; past practice may also be
important.
The jurisdiction of the # rbitrator, usually defined in the, contract;
r
the matters on which he or she may
and the nature of his ors
her ruling-- meaning or intent of parties., applidation, interpretation.
Usually excluded are changes in, additions to, deletions from, or
modifications' of the contract.

Grievance Procedures
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Types of arbitrators
one impartial individual, hired by the
for a Particular case'or series of cased.'
Permanent, singlet-one impartial individual selected by the'
parties and usually named in the contract'who will hear all cases
for tile duration of the agreement.
board comprised of one
Arbitration boards ---ad- -hoc or--- permanent:
or two representatives appointed by each party; board in turn
'selects impartial chairman; decision is made by majority vote of
-

ti

-v

(Ad IOC, single:

board.
4.

%

Selection of arbitrator
,

-

Named in contract.
Selected by agreemdnt between,parties./'
Failing agreement, or by agreement on application to the Federal
Mediation and Conciliation Service, the beerican Arbitration
Association, orsome professional individual, usually a lawyer,

professor, ojUdge.
5.

'Procedures and methods

-

de,

Formal and informal systems.
Stipulation: May theirpreparation help to clarify the issue,
-perhaps produce asolution short of arbitration, assure_a,ruling
on a particular dispute? Or will it tend to freeze the case,
reduces flexibility?

- Briefs:

Read at beginning of hearing, used as basis for
presenting case even when'not submitted; a matter of practice
and choice.
Opening-statemebt: What it's all about, what you're going to
show.

-

-

-

-

-

Who goes first: Not necessarily the party requesting arbitration--'
rather, the prosecution, the party which took the initiative in
the dispute; as in a discharge, the management; in a request for
a peisonal leave day, the union.
Direct presentation:
By the spokesper
); telling thing's to.
the arbitrator, poi ably introducing
stimeny
e exhibits--th
of an able witness
th expert or f 'st -hand inf
tion, will
usually be more eff tive.
Copies of-contr
The use of exhibits
grievance, transcripts
of earlier meetings, pictures of the Jo
production records,
check stubs, etc.
WitneSses: Exaiined (questioned) by t eir side, then subject to
cross-examination by the other side, with the arbitrator.often
asking questions. May also involve reexamination. 'Exhibits are
often introduced through witnesses and explained by them'.
Summation: Summary of major points in direct presentation,
thrOUgh witnesses and exhibits, with counter arguments to what
other side has presented; should be relatively brief, Should
.
.include specific reference to decision wauted.from arbitrator.

10,

1
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,-

aside or the oth= may r uest/permission
Post-heari efs:
Oaterial unless
_to lil
.osv-hearing riefs; should not i elude
snot available at
by mutual agreemen tf/as regards facts whit
a decision-4s deadlines
May by used to stall--delayi
hearint.
=
for filing are extended.
'

.

id

Follow -up, after receipt o

- .See-that terms of award are 'car ied out, and that situation does
not arise again. Union may be esentful, attempt retaliatiortin
same or other area.
d juria diction, did not
Enforcement: "if arbitrator dfd of ex
iscondUet, decision is
engage in frauCcorruptick, o of
aside for errors in judgMent
enforceable in court.' Will n
as to law and fact.
- Award should be considered in relat on to application to their
grievances, future changes in the contract.
,

7.

Arbitration clauses
-

Wording of clause most important: What may be arbitrated,
jurisdiction of arbitrator, limitations on his or her power of
decision,. question of whether decision is final and binding,
questions of time limits on getting case to arbitration and,on
arbitratoi in rendering award, and importance of consistency in
contract are factors which must be considered.

.

Giverthe Arbitrator Seeded Information

Thought must be given to the methof presenting cases to ensure that the
arbitrator is thoroughly informed as-to what he-or she should know and of the
significance of what is placed'before him other. Do the parties present
him or her with adequate opening statements? Are the, grievances and the

H

i

answers tlyerereltten lite meaningful and Understa .. , ble manner ?' Are he,
s :t.,. n o
ul in presenting the arbitrator
parties sum::
jurisdictio
?* ould
th question to be decided and the limits of is or he
i help-to have some less forMal and technical method of conducting
oaring? How wail do the, parties do in presenting exhibits which set fotth
'ions,
:
Perhaps there *e,o
the detail of 'the data an which they 7;iy?
th
the
-when theorderly presentation of a case would be servedvetat
terial being'
school system proceeding first, with baiic noncontroversial
introduced by its better informed witnesses who woutebe 'testifying from
.
school system records as td dates, background data, events, etc.' Perhaps
the representatives of-the parties,sho4ld makea greater effort: to stipulate

JP"

fl

1, ,:

r

11

1

't

.

'7

I

_-

--,

.

as to-basicacts which are notin controversy, thus avoiding the confusion
frequently introduded inbo:the record of the,easeby union witnesses whose
.)memories are inaccurate. These, and other ways of speeding up the hearing
assuring ihearbitratOr a record which will enable him or her tb perTorm
I
responsibly and knowledgeably shodlCbe canvassed:
.

.

,.-
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7.
f

Arbitrators eels Guidance
.

.

!/

-

,

Finally, with respect to the avoidance of bad mistakes i. he award and
opinion, the parties might give thoughtto thebest wa of affording the
--4advan ages of consultation and guidance to the'arbitrator. It is not
---sugg ted,that tbe case be decided on any basis other than evidence adduced
.

eAPaiing.

It-is helpful to remember,- however, that atbitrato5,,04typical y, work_in-aplitude and. have no .opportunity to, test the validity .
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of the r conclusions-in di cussion
rs.
They do not he law
clerk with whom to tai out
pro Prot as do judges-They have little
. opportunity to meet wi h other arbitrators.. In some aitqatioiit,,the
parties might consider the advisability of using a,three-man panel ielieu
of a single arbitrator.
If-they should decide-to provide for aboard of
ar itration; they might consider ,it wise to provide that the two members
of,
e board desighifedy each of the parties should.'Act as advisors,
wi him
.
Orr-; if they' regard a board as an, unwieldy device, they,:
to the single arbitrator to feel free to call upon the two'
him or her, informally,
uals who presented thq case to discuss wi
an Whin he or the iOvady to'write his or he decision, anyof its
at pots on which '110t. she needs further enlightenment.
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The quasi-judicial system under Which the partiesNOperate 1:elongs to them1',
It La theirt and they can make--Of ii, what they w$4:- If it operates, badly
they hakie hobody to blame but themtelves. Any breakdown' ist the sYitem leads
to.4oresequen es .far beyond the values of the 'system itself.
,

So;,to
presentative
school management and of sc IP:
employeei: -Take
a goo hard look at4our grievance and arbit
systems.
If they are
de .dent in,any/regard, .improve them! 'Experiment with new'procedures! - :
arn from past- mistakes!
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The maintenance of effective gr vancet and arbitration systems is.a c4ailehge
which no administrator of *a 1r greement is in a position to ignore.
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